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Rationale of study
1. Port labour in the context of the maritime-logistics chain;
2. Main issues related to the variety of port labour systems;

3. Comparing, not benchmarking
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Ports are nodes within the global supply chains
• Ports played a role in the
globalization;
• Nexus “firm – territory –
socio-institutional context”

Source: www.mpet.be
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An “intermodal gaze” is required

• Competition across the chain
• Complex structure of the
maritime-logistics chain
• Three main legs
• Ports are the pivotal link

Source: Meersman et al., 2009
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Port labour, automation, maritime-logistics chain
1. How is the search for economies of scale achieved by market
players along the maritime-logistics chain shaping the
organizational structures of port labour in the European
ports?
2. To what extent do terminal operating companies respond to
the constraints driven by market players, in order to
maximize the performance of port labour in two distinct
ports/container terminals?
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What is port automation?

Source: The Guardian
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Research strategy: cross-national comparison
Two Case studies
1. Port of Genoa, Italy (January - June 2016)
2. Port of Antwerp, Belgium (October 2016 - May 2017)
Objects of comparison
‒ Port labour schemes, work organization, automation
‒ Material, structural and institutional constraints
‒ Two Container terminals (although of a different size) managed by the same
Global Terminal Operator
Methodology
‒ Interviews, participant observation, data collection, comparative analysis
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…Antwerp is a hub of the European Hinterland

Source: PSA website
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The dimensions in Genoa are definitely smaller…

Source: PSA website
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Comparing port labour dynamics: key actors
Port of Genoa

Port of Antwerp

European institutions

Dockworkers

Dockworkers

Sectoral Social Dialogue
Committee for Ports

Port Authority;
Employer associations

CEPA (Centrale des Employeurs au
port d’Anvers); Training Centre;
Chamber of Commerce;
Public employment service;
Flemish port commission

European Commission
(Directorate General Mobility and
Transports)

Terminal operating companies;
Cargo handling companies;
Shipping companies, etc.

Terminal operating companies;
Cargo handling companies;
Shipping companies, etc.

Feport (Federation of European
Private Port Operators and
Terminals)
Espo (European Seaports Org.)

Trade Unions;
Interim agency (Intempo); Etc.

Trade Unions

IDC (International Dockworkers
Council)
ETF (European Transport Workers’
Federation)

Other chain actors

Other chain actors

Others
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Comparing port labour dynamics: Key variables
Variables

Port of Genoa

Port of Antwerp

Notes

Global factors
(Container shipping industry)

Exogenous pressures;
Market requirements;
Strategic alliances

Exogenous pressures;
Market requirements;
Vertical integration;
Strategic alliances

Institutional constraints
(supranational and national)

Law n. 84 1994
Collective agreement
Contracts at company level

Law Major, 1973
Labour agreement at port
level

Port policies and regulations

Governance reform

Labour reform (after
infringement procedure)

Port governance and
management

Landlord model

Landlord model

Public-private partnership

Port range

North Tyrrhenian range

Le Havre – Hamburg range

Low competition vs high
competition

Port performance
measurement

Disaggregated

Aggregated

Different methods of data
collection

Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s)

Container terminals

Container terminals

Same Terminal Operating
Company in both ports

European port policies

Own composition
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Comparing port labour dynamics: Findings
Variables

Port of Genoa

Port of Antwerp

Notes

Port labour scheme

Permanent workforce,

Pool system (under reform)

Different hiring system,

Non-permanent workforce

common exogenous pressures

(pool system)
Labour pool governance

Non-structured

Structured (under reform)

Polycentric model,

Hybrid model, gang system,

and management
Organization at quayside

multi-tasking, incentives,

Professional training

Employment relations

“emotional account”,

Slow automation

Slow automation

Not coordinated,

Coordinated (under reform),

“Beneficial constraint”

Professional mismatch

Professional upgrade

in Antwerp

Conflictual,

Collaborative,

(Social peace)

Union bargaining power
Own composition. Elaboration from different sources
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Comparing Port Performance Indicators (Container terminals)
Variables

Port of Genoa

Port of Antwerp

Notes

Container terminal

20 – 25 boxes

30 – 35 boxes

KPIs – Average per crane

(Moves per hour)

(Moves per hour)

Higher

Lower

Approx. 96,00 €

Approx. 60,00 €

75% labour related

85% labour related

Higher

Lower

Lower

Higher

productivity

working hour

(Gross Crane Rate)
Cash Cost Per Box (CCPB)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wages and Salaries,
Contract labours,
Running, Repair, Maintenance,
Power and Fuel
Rental of Equipment and Facilities,
Other Direct Charges

Labour Cost Per Box

Limited data availability

Limited data availability

(LCPB)
Wages

Own composition. Elaboration from different sources
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Summing up
While keeping in mind all the structural differences between the two terminals, the
comparison shows…
• Lower Cash Cost per Box and higher wages per capita in Antwerp; Higher Cash
Cost per Box and lower wages per capita in Genoa;
• High % of Labour Cost per Box in both cases;
• The labour system in Antwerp, replicated in Genoa, would require, in theory, the
exclusion of a certain amount of workforce currently employed;
• The labour system in Genoa absorbs more work than in the port of Antwerp, but
at the same time, the model is less efficient, although other factors have to be
considered carefully.
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Comparing Port labour dynamics: automation
1. In the case of Genoa, the automation will be slowly introduced in the existing
terminals, whilst it will be differently set up in the new coming terminals;
2. The introduction of automated processes should be negotiated in the collective
bargaining agreement for the unions, but not for the port employers;
3. The container terminals in Genoa have been conceived in 1980s, which is
different with respect to a container terminal projected from scratch. The
automation in Genoa will be driven by power relationships and social factors;
4. In the case of Antwerp, the new container terminal, transferred from the right
to the left bank of the river and built from scratch, has not a different model.
Currently the automation is used as a deterrent;
5. In Antwerp a full automation is in contrast with the path dependent and
historical “organization of the improvisation”. The model is not automated such
as Rotterdam. The “human factor” is more flexible with respect to an automated
terminal, but the scenario might change in the future.
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A job in danger of extinction?
“In our operations, if you want to change a complete shift-loading plan, you can do that. An
automated terminal is too rigid. That is currently our strength here, you can change plans in one hour,
and at the moment the amount of containers we handle here with one gang is still higher than the
amount in a fully-automated terminal like Rotterdam, which is on our neck” [Interview with a
foreman, Antwerp 2017].
“If you can automate certain processes, it has an effect on your results and your efficiency, of course,
every company will try to do so. But you also have to invest in your employees. Maybe there will be
an uncertain process such as less dockers, but maybe you will need more technicians, specialized in
all those new automated systems. So you still will need to invest in training other profiles. Of course
we look at the costs, always. As port labour is a very important element in our costs, of course we
want to be more productive, we always have to be on top of these things to be competitive, in
Antwerp, in our region, in Europe and in the world”. [HR manager, Antwerp 2017]
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Conclusions: A new conceptual framework
Supranational and Local juridical factors

Functional
Maritime-logistics
chain

Economic factors
(Market strategies)

Port
competitiveness

Institutional factors

Spatial
Local
Regional
Global

Social factors
(Port labour systems)
Own composition
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Thank you for your attention!
andrea.bottalico@unifi.it
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